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Identify locations
Describe and quantify
Compare
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• Seasonally smoothed lightning time series
• Model reanalysis data 
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• Used “ENSO Years” 
(EYR)s to split data
8 cold
4 warm
4 neutral
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Potential Cold Phase Lightning Enhancement
Potential Warm Phase Lightning Enhancement
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Potential Warm Phase Lightning Enhancement
Potential Cold Phase Lightning Enhancement
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Anomalous Lightning Enhancement in 2000
Anomalous Lightning Enhancement in 2010
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Significant Variability with No Clear Pattern
Little Inter-Annual Lightning Variability
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Potential Warm Phase Lightning Enhancement
Potential Cold Phase Lightning Enhancement
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Correlation to ENSO Index
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Correlation to Seasonal Lightning Activity
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Mean seasonally 
averaged 
lightning pattern 
with seasonal 
wind and 850hPa 
height anomalies 
on August 15th, 
when lightning 
activity in central 
Africa (red box)
peaks. 
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Mean seasonally 
averaged 
lightning pattern 
with seasonal 
wind and 
850hPa height 
anomalies on 
January 1st, 
when lightning 
activity in 
southeastern 
Africa (blue box) 
peaks. 
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• Identified
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Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the author(s) 
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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